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Self-assembly of (A-comb-C)-b-(B-comb-C) diblock copolymer-based comb copolymers
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The phase behavior of (A-comb-C)-b-(B-comb-C) diblock copolymer melts is investigated using the strong
segregation theory approach. Three different regimes are distinguished. In regime 1 both disordered comb blocks
are microphase separated from each other, in regime 2 the side chains C are microphase separated from the
disordered A-b-B diblock backbones, and, finally, in regime 3 all species A, B, and C are microphase separated.
In the first regime the behavior is similar to that of a simple diblock copolymer melt with a renormalized
Flory-Huggins interaction parameter. In regime 2 the region of stability of the different phases is significantly
changed compared to simple diblocks due to the comb architecture. The fully microphase separated case,
regime 3, is characterized by hierarchical structure formation. We restrict the analysis to systems where self-
assembly results in the formation of alternating C layers and internally microphase separated AB layers. The
latter consist of alternating A and B layers or disks of the minority component. In the former case, the A and
B layers are generally perpendicular to the C layers. The parallel orientation is only possible for small grafting
densities.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.84.041807 PACS number(s): 82.35.Jk
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability of block copolymer-based systems to form
highly ordered complex nanostructures has been the focus
of attention for many years [1–10]. This continued inter-
est is driven by the prospects to develop nanotechnology
applications such as nanostructured membranes, complex
catalysts, nanowires, and photonic crystals, to mention only
a few [11–14]. The self-assembly of diblock copolymers is
well understood by now [5,6], although new developments
still occur [7,8], and much of the research shifted to the
study of self-assembly in copolymers with a more complex
molecular architecture, such as tri-, star-, and multiblock
copolymers, where already many new structures have been
found experimentally and theoretically [15–24].
In the present paper we focus on comb copolymers, where
the same types of side chains are attached to both blocks of
a diblock copolymer. The structure formation in conventional
comb copolymers, that is, with a homopolymer backbone,
has already been presented in some detail in the literature
[25–30]. Phase diagrams of various comb copolymer systems
have been published and, although different in details, the
general trends are the same as for diblock copolymers. Most
importantly, rather than the overall chain length, it is the
length of the “repeat unit” that determines the order-disorder
transition temperature as well as the characteristic length scale
of the ordered structures. Gido and co-workers [31–34] used
this observation to initiate a strong segregation description
of comb copolymers based on the so-called “constituting
block copolymer hypothesis.” According to this hypothesis,
the repeat unit of a comb copolymer system is the determining
factor for the microphase separated morphology. The weak
segregation description of these systems lends further support
to this proposition. The behavior of molecules with large,
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complex architectures is dictated by the behavior of the smaller
architectural units from which they are comprised. Existing
theory (e.g., Ref. [35]) is then used to predict the behavior of
the repeat unit (i.e., the constituting block copolymer), which
is then applied to the overall multigraft architecture.
Since the length scale of the structures corresponds to
the length scale of the repeat unit, the characteristic domain
size will usually be smaller than in the case of linear
diblock copolymers. Combining a comb copolymer and a
homopolymer into a comb-coil diblock copolymer molecule,
the microphase separation between the homopolymer block
and the comb block gives rise to a large length scale structure.
Subsequent microphase separation inside the comb block
containing domains will introduce the second shorter length
scale [36,37]. The experimental realizations of these kinds of
structures are all based on comb-coil diblock copolymer-based
supramolecules, where the side chains of the comb block are
bonded by physical interactions [38–42]. So far mainly diblock
copolymers of polystyrene and poly(4-vinylpyridine), PS-b-
P4VP, have been used in combination with, for example, pen-
tadecylphenol (PDP) or dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid (DBSA),
that form hydrogen bonds with the pyridine moiety of P4VP.
Our current experimental activities seek to replace the PS block
by another polymer block that also allows hydrogen bonding to
PDP, thus obtaining supramolecular diblock copolymer-based
comb copolymers [43]. In the present paper we present a
theoretical strong segregation analysis of the self-assembly
in such systems, assuming the side chains to be covalently
linked to both blocks of the diblock copolymer backbone.
II. MODEL AND THEORETICAL APPROACH
A schematic representation of the (A-comb-C)-b-(B-comb-
C) comb diblock-copolymer chains investigated is shown in
Fig. 1. Before we start with the analysis we will introduce our
notation.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic representation of comb-like
diblock-copolymer chain.
The A and B blocks consist of NA and NB statistical
segments, respectively. The C side chains contain nC segments
and the number of all C segments per copolymer chain is
denoted by NC . Hence the number mC of C side chains
per molecule is given by mC = NC/nC . The total number of
segments per copolymer chain is denoted by 2N and equals
NA + NB + NC = 2N. It is assumed that all chain segments
have the same length a and volume υ. The volume fraction
of C segments is denoted by φC . The volume fractions of A
and B blocks are φA = (1 − φC)ϕA and φB = (1 − φC)ϕB ,
respectively, where ϕA (ϕB) denotes the volume fractions
of the diblock backbone in absence of side chains, that is,
ϕB + ϕA = 1. The length of the chain section between two
neighboring C blocks is nb = (NA + NB)/mC , so that the A
blocks contain mA = NA/nb short blocks of length n and the
B blocks mB = NB/nb of such short blocks. Each of these
short A and B blocks contains one C side chain grafted to
the middle of it. The total number of AC + BC repeat units
in the copolymer chain is denoted as m (m ≡ mC). Hence
the total number of segments in the AC (BC) repeat unit
equals n = 2N/m. Obviously, mA = ϕAm,mB = ϕBm, nb =
n(1 − φC),nC = nφC . We will assume that n is sufficiently
larger than nC so that the comb-copolymer chains do not
form a bottle brush. The interactions between the segments of
different types are described by the Flory-Huggins interaction
parameters χAB, χAC , and χBC , all of which are assumed to
be positive.
Our consideration will be based on the analysis of the free
energy of the system which is written as
F = Fconf + Fint. (2.1)
Here Fint is the interaction energy between the segments
and Fconf is the conformational energy which in the strong
segregation regime can be approximated as
Fconf = Fel + Fgrad, (2.2)
where Fel is the stretching energy of the blocks and Fgrad is the
gradient term connected with nonhomogeneous profiles of the
components. In our case the system after separation between
different blocks has multidomain structure, at that thickness 
of the interfacial layer between microphase separated domains
is much smaller than the Gaussian size of the copolymer chain
which is of the order of R0 = aN1/2. For such multidomain
structure the free energy (2.1) after minimization with respect
to the concentration profiles can be presented as
F = Fel + Finf + Fint, (2.3)
where Finf is the interfacial tension energy between domains
and Fint is the interaction energy between segments in the
domains. The minimization procedure for the different cases
is given in the Appendix.
We first consider the disordered state which is realized when
the values of the interaction parameters are sufficiently small.
The dominating contribution to its free energy comes from
the interactions between the different components, which per
copolymer chain is given by
FDIS = 2N [χAB(1 − φC)2ϕAϕB + χACφC(1 − φC)ϕA
+χBCφC(1 − φC)ϕB]. (2.4)
We will consider it as the reference energy.
By increasing the unfavorable interactions between the
segments various kinds of microphase separation between
the different blocks become possible. We focus on three
different situations, (1) microphase separation occurs between
the AC and BC comb blocks only, (2) microphase separation
occurs between the C blocks and the AB diblocks, and
(3) microphase separation occurs between all block species
A, B, and C. We will analyse these three situations employing
the strong segregation limit (SSL). We will furthermore restrict
our discussion to the simplest (classical) structures.
To denote the different self-assembled structures, super-
scripts will be used to indicate the different phases and
subscripts to denote the minority phase. As an example,
HEX
AC/BC
AC denotes hexagonal microphase separation be-
tween the AC and BC comb blocks with the AC blocks
forming the core of the cylinders.
III. AC COMB BLOCKS MICROPHASE SEPARATED
FROM BC COMB BLOCKS
In the case of microphase separation between the AC and
BC comb blocks only, the concentration profile of the C
component is constant throughout the system,φC = const. The
free energy can be presented in accordance with formula (2.3).
The stretching energy Fel is calculated using Alexander–de
Gene and Semenov approaches [2] for each type of structure.
It is should be mentioned that Fel is the stretching energy of
the A and B blocks only (it is assumed that C blocks are not
stretched). The interfacial energy FAC/BC is derived in the
Appendix, Eq. (A3).
A. Lamellar structure
When the volume fraction of the A and B components
are sufficiently close to each other a lamellar structure will
be formed. The layers consist of alternating AC and BC
mixtures (Fig. 2). The A and B blocks are stretched in the
direction perpendicular to the interface on a distance dA and
dB , respectively. The C blocks are assumed not to be stretched.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic representation of the lamellar
phase LAMAC/BCwhen AC blocks microphase separate from BC
blocks.
We will use the Alexander–de Gennes approximation for
the stretching energy of the A and B blocks, which implies








+ γAC/BC + FAC/BC.
(3.1)
Here the first two terms represent the stretching energy of
the A and B blocks, the third term is the interfacial free energy
and the last term the interaction energy of the AC and BC
mixtures. Minimization of this free energy with respect to the
interfacial area  taking into account the incompressibility
conditions
dA = 2NϕAυ, dB = 2NϕBυ (3.2)
results in the following period of the lamellar structure:
2(dA + dB) = 4√6R0[χABN (1 − φC)
5]1/6. (3.3)
Its free energy is given by
FLAMAC/BC = 1.5(NχAB)1/3(1 − φC)2/3 + 2N (1 − φC)
×φC(χACϕA + χBCϕB). (3.4)
B. Hexagonal structure
When the volume fraction of B blocks (A blocks) decreases
the formation of the hexagonal structure (Fig. 3) HEXAC/BCBC
(HEXAC/BCAC ) is expected.
Assuming that the chains are stretched nonuniformly in
the core [2] and uniformly in the shell, the free energy per
copolymer chain in the hexagonal structure with the BC comb

























16 is the stretching energy of the polymer chains





8 ln( 1ϕB ) is the stretching energy
of the chains in the shell. The second term is the interfacial
energy, with L the length of the cylinder per copolymer chain.
After minimization of this energy with respect to Rin using the
incompressibility conditions
πR2exL = 2Nυ, πR2inL = 2NϕBυ (3.6)
FIG. 3. (Color online) Schematic representation of the hexagonal
phase HEXAC/BCBC , when the AC blocks microphase separate from





6(π2 − 6 ln ϕB)2
]1/6
, Rex = Rinϕ−1/2B .
(3.7)





= 0.83(1 − φC)2/3ϕ1/3B (π2 − 6 ln ϕB)1/3[NχAB]1/3
+ 2N (1 − φC)φC(χACϕA + χBCϕB). (3.8)
Of course, when theAC comb blocks form the core a similar
expression is obtained.
C. bcc structure
At a sufficiently small volume fraction of B blocks
the bccAC/BCBC structure, with BC comb blocks forming
the spheres, becomes preferable (Fig. 4). Using the same
assumptions as for the hexagonal structure, the free energy



















4πR2inγAC/BC + FAC/BC, (3.9)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Schematic representation of bccAC/BCBC
phase where the AC blocks microphase separate from the BC blocks
that form the core.
where Q is the number of copolymer chains in the spherical

















ex = 2NυQ, 43πR3in = 2NϕBυQ. (3.10)








3π2 + 40(1−ϕ1/3B )]1/3
× (NχAB)1/3+ 2N (1−φC)φC(χACϕA +χBCϕB).
(3.11)
The internal and external radii of the micelle are given by
Rin =4R0
{
75ϕ4B (1 − φC)5χABN
8
[
3π2 + 40(1 − ϕ1/3B )]2
}1/6
, Rex = Rinϕ−1/3B .
(3.12)
Again, the opposite case of AC comb blocks forming the
core follows by a simple AB permutation.
Equations (2.4), (3.4), (3.8), and (3.11) allows us to
construct phase diagrams for different volume fractions of
the C component, where the transition from the disordered to
the ordered state is estimated by comparing the free energy of
the disordered state Eq. (2.4) with any of the SSL expressions
(3.4), (3.8), and (3.11). Figure 5 shows the phase diagram
in terms of NχAB versus the volume fraction ϕB of the B
block in the A-b-B diblock for φC = 0.5,NχAC =NχBC = 10
FIG. 5. Phase diagram for (A-comb-C)-b-(B-comb-C) when the
C blocks are molecularly mixed with the microphase separated A and
B blocks for fixed m = 20,φC = 0.5,NχAC = NχBC = 10. Note,
e.g., HEXAC/BCAC denotes microphase separation between A-comb-C
and B-comb-C with the former forming the core of the cylinders.
and total number of side chains m = 20. The critical Flory-
Huggins parameter χAB,c corresponding to the order disorder
transition at fixed ϕB = 0.5 is 2NχAB,c ∼= 10.4(1−ϕC )2 . When the
volume fraction of C blocks equals zero we arrive back at
the simple diblock copolymer case of 2NχAB,c ∼= 10.4. In the
phase diagram (Fig. 5) the order-disorder transition occurs at
2NχAB,c ∼= 42 for ϕB = 0.5.
IV. AB BACKBONE MICROPHASE SEPARATED
FROM C SIDE CHAINS
Increasing the repulsion between the backbone and the
side chains while at the same time reducing the repulsion
between the A and B blocks results in the second type of
microphase separation that we consider, that is, microphase
separation between the side chains C on the one hand and the
AB backbone on the other. As in the previous section the total
free energy is defined by formula (2.3) where the stretching
energy Fel is calculated for each structure individually and
actually consists of known derivations for simple diblock [2].
Derivation of the interfacial energy FAB/C can be found in
the Appendix, Eq. (A6).
A. Lamellar structure
Varying the volume fraction of the side chains and the value
of the interaction parameters, different microphase separated
morphologies can be formed. The simplest case corresponds
to the lamellar structure where the alternating layers consist of
C blocks and mixed A and B blocks. As shown in Fig. 6, the
A and B chain sections between two successive C blocks can
form either bridges or loops. To deal with this we will use the
approximation that the stretching energies of loops and bridges
are equal. A schematic picture of the lamellar structure with
period 2(H1 +H2) is shown in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Lamellar structure LAMAB/Cwith C and
AB lamellae.
The free energy of the lamellar structure per copolymer
chain is given by








+χABϕAϕB(NA + NB). (4.1)
Here the first term corresponds to stretching free energy of
the C blocks, the second term represents the stretching free
energy of the A and B blocks, the third term is the surface
free energy of the (AB)/C interface, and the last term is the
interaction energy of the AB mixture.
Incompressibility implies
H1 = 2N (1 − φC)υ; H2 = 2NφCυ. (4.2)
After minimization of the free energy with respect to 











Its free energy is
FLAMAB/C = 1.5m2/3(4 − 3φC)1/3(NχACϕA + NχBCϕB
−NχABϕAϕB)1/3 + 2NχABϕAϕB(1 − φC).
(4.4)
For large values of N the free energy increases linearly
with N .
B. Hexagonal structures
Besides the lamellar structure, two different hexagonally
ordered cylindrical structures, denoted as HEXAB/CAB and
HEX
AB/C
C , are possible (Figs. 7 and 8). In the former the
core of the cylinders is formed by the AB diblocks and in
the latter by the C side chains. The internal and external radii
of the cylinders are denoted as Rin and Rex, and L denotes
the cylinder length per copolymer chain. When the core is
formed by AB diblocks, the “short” A and B sections between
FIG. 7. (Color online) Schematic illustration of hexagonal struc-
ture: (a) HEXAB/CAB with core of the cylinder formed by the AB
diblocks and (b) HEXAB/CC with core of the cylinder formed by the
C side chains.
consecutive side chains form only loops. The free energy of




















+χABϕAϕB(NA + NB). (4.5)
Taking into account the incompressibility conditions
πR2exL = 2Nυ and πR2inL = 2N (1 − φC)υ, we obtain after
FIG. 8. (Color online) Schematic illustration of hexagonal struc-
ture HEXAB/CC , where the core of the cylinders is formed by the C
side chains.
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× (NχACϕA + NχBCϕB − NχABϕAϕB)1/6,
Rex = Rin(1 − ϕC)−1/2, (4.6)
where λ1 = π24 + 38 ln( 11−φC ). Using the expressions for Rin





= 2.08[λ1m2(1 − φC)]1/3
× (NχACϕA + NχBCϕB − NχABϕAϕB)1/3
+ 2NχABϕAϕB(1 − φC). (4.7)
The other possibility arises when the volume fraction of
the backbone is much higher than that of the side chains. In
that case the AB diblocks form the matrix and, therefore,
the copolymer chain can belong to more than one cylinder.
Assuming again that the stretching free energy of the loops
and the bridges connecting different elementary cells is equal,




















+χABϕAϕB(NA + NB). (4.8)
After minimization with respect to the radius of the core
taking into account the incompressibility conditions πR2exL =






× (NχACϕA + NχBCϕB − NχABϕAϕB)1/6,
Rex = Rinϕ−1/2C , (4.9)
where λ2 = π216 + 32 ln( 1φC ). Using this expression for Rin and





= 2.08(λ2m2φC)1/3(NχACϕA + NχBCϕB
−NχABϕAϕB)1/3 + 2NχABϕAϕB(1 − φC).
(4.10)
C. bcc structures
When the volume fraction of either C or AB is sufficiently
small bcc structures may appear (see Fig. 9). Using the
standard approach [2], the free energy of the bccAB/CAB structure




















+χABϕAϕB(NA + NB). (4.11)
The incompressibility conditions are 43πR
2




in = 2N (1 − φC)υQ. When the matrix consists of the AB
FIG. 9. (Color online) Schematic illustrations of the two bcc
structures: (a) bccAB/CAB , where core of the sphere is formed by AB
diblocks and (b) bccAB/CC , where core of the sphere is formed by the
C side chains.



















+χABϕAϕB(NA + NB). (4.12)





in = 2NφCυQ. After minimization of the






× (NχACϕA + NχBCϕB − NχABϕAϕB)1/6,
Rex,1 = Rin,1(1 − φC)−1/3,




× (NχACϕA + NχBCϕB − NχABϕAϕB)1/6,







[1 − (1 −φC)1/3], μ2 = 3π
2
80
+ 2(1 −φ1/3C ).
Using Eqs. (4.11)–(4.13) the free energy of the bccAB/CAB





= 2.72[μ1m2(1 − φC)]1/3(NχACϕA + NχBCϕB
−NχABϕAϕB)1/3 + 2NχABϕAϕB(1 − φC).
(4.14)





= 2.72(μ2m2φC)1/3(NχACϕA + NχBCϕB
−NχABϕAϕB)1/3 + 2NχABϕAϕB(1 − φC).
(4.15)
Free energies as a function of the volume fraction of C
blocks for the different morphologies are shown in Fig. 10.
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FIG. 10. Free energies as a function of the volume fraction φC of
the C blocks for Flory-Huggins interaction parameters χAB = 0.01,
χBC = 0.5, χAC = 0.5, and m = 20,N = 1000. Here the notation of,
e.g., HEXC denotes hexagonal structure with C blocks forming the
matrix.
It is easy to see that the free energy behavior of all the
structures is asymmetric. This effect can be explained by the
way the matrix is formed by either AB diblock chains or
by C side chains. In Fig. 11 the stretching energy for the
lamellar case of the AB diblocks and the C blocks versus the
volume fraction of C blocks is presented at fixed values of
the Flory-Huggins interaction parameters. It is easy to see that
the stretching energy of the AB loops becomes equal to the
stretching energy of C side chains when the volume fraction of
the latter approximately equals φC = 0.8. This big difference
in stretching energies automatically leads to the asymmetric
behavior observed.
Figure 12 presents one possible phase diagram in terms
of the volume fraction of the C blocks and the interaction
FIG. 11. Stretching energy for lamellar case for the AB diblocks
and the C blocks vs the volume fraction φC of the C blocks for Flory-
Huggins interaction parameters χAB = 0.01, χBC = 0.5, χAC = 0.5,
and m = 20,N = 1000. Solid line corresponds to stretching energy
of AB blocks and dotted line to that of the C blocks.
FIG. 12. Phase diagram of (A-comb-C)-b-(B-comb-C) when A
and B are mixed as a function of the volume fraction φC of C
blocks and interaction strength NχAC = NχBC for fixed NχAB = 10,
ϕA = ϕB = 0.5,m = 20.
between C and AB diblocks, for fixed values NχAB =
10, m = 20, φA = φB = 0.5.
The effect of the asymmetry is obvious. Compared to
simple diblocks, the lamellar region shifts, in agreement
with the analysis presented in Ref. [35], to higher values
of the C volume fraction. At small values of the volume
fraction of C blocks φC < 0.38 the bccAB/CC structure with
the cores formed by the C blocks becomes stable. At higher
values of φC the hexagonal structure becomes preferable. For
0.6 < φC < 0.8 the lamellar structure is formed. A further
increase of φC transfers the system directly into the bccAB/CAB
phase where the core is formed by the AB blocks, thus
bypassing the hexagonal structure. The hexagonal structure
becomes unfavorable because of an insufficient amount of AB
blocks to form the core.
V. HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE FORMATION
Finally we consider the most interesting case where all three
different types of blocks microphase separate from each other.
For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case where the C and
A + B monomers form a lamellar structure, with additional
microphase separation between the A and B blocks inside the
corresponding layer. Three different morphologies, namely
a perpendicular lamellar-in-lamellar, a parallel lamellar-in-
lamellar and a hexagonally packed disks-in-lamellar structure
will be considered.
A. Perpendicular lamellar-in-lamellar structure
The perpendicular lamellar-in-lamellar structure can ap-
pear when the volume fraction of the B blocks is close to
the volume fraction of the A blocks (Fig. 13). As above, we
assume that the loops formed by the “short” A and B sections
are stretched in the y direction (the direction perpendicular
to the C layers) up to the mid plane (=distance H1). In the
x direction, which is perpendicular to the secondary lamellar
041807-7
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Schematic illustration of the perpendi-
cular lamellar-in-lamellar structure.
structure, the full A (B) blocks are stretched up to a distance
dA (dB), respectively (see Fig. 13). The C blocks are stretched
only in the y direction up to a distance H2.
The free energy (per copolymer chain) of this structure can
be approximated as the sum of the stretching and interfacial
free energies:
Fll = FA + FB + FC + FAB + FAC + FBC. (5.1)
Here FA, FB, FC are the stretching free energies of the A,
B, and C blocks, respectively, given by
























γAB ; FAC =
∑
AC











BC are the interfacial areas per copoly-




















After minimization of the free energy (5.1) with respect







FIG. 14. (Color online) Schematic illustration of parallel
lamellar-in-lamellar structure.
Eqs. (5.2)–(5.4) we find for the periods of the lamellar structure


















R0(1 − φC)2/3(NχAB)1/6. (5.5)
Using these, the free energy (5.1) becomes
F
A/B/C
⊥ = 1.5{(1 − φC)1/3(NχAB)1/3 + m2/3(4 − 3φC)1/3
× [(NχAC)1/2(1 − ϕB) + (NχBC)1/2ϕB]2/3}.
(5.6)
B. Parallel lamellar-in-lamellar structure
Another possibility is to have the AB interface parallel to
the AC and BC interfaces as illustrated in Fig. 14. Now the
stretching of the C blocks and the “short” A and B sections
occurs only in the direction perpendicular to the interfaces
between the components. The C blocks that are connected
to the A blocks are stretched over a distance HC1 and the C
blocks connected to the B blocks are stretched over a distance
HC2. The A blocks are stretched over a distance HA and the B
blocks over a distance HB . Hence, the period of the lamellar
structure is HC1 + HC2 + HA + HB .
The stretching free energies are given by



















And the interfacial free energies by
FAB = γAB, FAC = γAC, FBC = γBC. (5.8)
Incompressibility implies
2N (1 − φC)ϕAυ = HA, 2N (1 − φC)ϕBυ = HB,
2NφCϕAυ = HC1, 2NφCϕBυ = HC2. (5.9)
Here  is the interfacial area per copolymer chain
(section) of the different components. After substitution of
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Eqs. (5.7)–(5.8) in the free energy Eq. (5.1) and minimization
the period is found to be































The free energy of the parallel lamellar-in-lamellar struc-
ture is a function of [ϕ3B + (1 − ϕB)3]1/3 with a minimum at
ϕB = 0.5.
C. Hexagonally packed disks in lamellar structure
When the volume fraction of the B or A component is
sufficiently small, microphase separation inside the AB layers
may result in hexagonally packed disks with the core of the
disks formed by the minority component (Fig. 15). Suppose
the B blocks form the core and the A blocks the matrix. The
C blocks form lamellar layers. The thickness of the C layers
is 2H2 and the thickness of the AB layers is 2H1.
As always, the free energy of the structure can be written
as the sum of the elastic and the interfacial free energies (5.1).
The stretching free energies of the different blocks are given
by
























FIG. 15. (Color online) Schematic illustrations of hexagonally
packed disks inside a lamellar structure: (a) three dimensional view
and (b) interface between AB and C blocks.
The interfacial energies FAB,FAC,FBC are






FAC = 2πR2inγACQ−1, (5.13)
where Q is the number of copolymer chains per disk.
Incompressibility implies
2πR2exH1 = (NA + NB)υQ, 2πR2inH1 = NAυQ, (5.14)
2πR2exH2 = NCυQ.
When Q  1 (this condition will be verified afterwards)
minimization of the total free energy (5.1) with respect to
parameters of the hexagonal structure using Eqs. (5.12)–(5.14)
results in a period 2(H1 + H2) and a radius Rin given by


















































NχBC + (1 − ϕA)
√
NχAC]1/3(NχAB)1/3
m2/3(π2 − 6 ln ϕA)2/3
× (1 − φC)
4/3
(4 − 3φC)1/3 . (5.17)
In order to prove the assertion that Q  1, Q is plot-
ted in Figs. 16 and 17 as a function of the composition
(interaction) parameters. Figure 16 demonstrates that for
ϕA > 0.1 and φC < 0.95 the number of chains Q > 10 for in-
teraction parameter values satisfying NχAB = 100,NχAC =
NχBC = 200.
Figure 17 shows Q as a function of the interaction pa-
rameters NχAB,NχAC,NχBC at fixed volume densities when
the hexagonal structure is formed. Starting from Nχ = 50 the
number of chains remains at Q > 10.
VI. PHASE DIAGRAMS
We will now discuss several scenarios. We start with fixed
volume fractions φC = 0.7,ϕA = ϕB = 0.5 and plot phase
diagrams in the (NχAB ,NχAC = NχBC) plane for different
values of the number of side chains m. Because of the
volume fractions selected only lamellar domains are possible
(cf. Fig. 12). At sufficiently small values of the Flory-Huggins
interaction parameters χAB,χAC,χBC the disordered state DIS
is stable. By increasing the interaction between the A and B
blocks, keeping the interaction between backbone and side
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FIG. 16. The number of chains Q per disk as a function of
different volume factions: (1) ϕA at fixed φC = 0.7 and (2) φC at
fixed ϕA = 0.5. All calculations were performed at fixed NχAB =
100,NχAC = NχBC = 200.
chains fixed, the system self-assembles in the lamellar state
LAMAC/BC with alternating layers formed by AC and BC
mixtures. As discussed above, this regime corresponds to that
of simple symmetric diblocks with effective Flory-Huggins
parameter (1 − φC)2χAB . On the other hand, if the interaction
between the A and B blocks remains sufficiently small and
the interaction between the backbone and the side chains
increases, at some point a lamellar state LAMAB/C will be
formed with alternating layers consisting of C side chains
and AB mixtures. At sufficiently high values of all three
interaction parameters all three components will microphase
separate from each other. Then two types of lamellar phases
are possible, one where the layers formed by the A or B blocks
are aligned perpendicularly with respect to layers formed by
theC blocks,LAMA/B/C⊥ , and one where all layers are parallel,
FIG. 17. The number of chains Q per disk as a function of
the Flory-Huggins interaction parameters: (1) NχAB , (2) NχAC =
NχBC , and (3)NχAB = NχAC = NχBC at fixed ϕA = 0.1,φC = 0.9.
Extreme values were chosen to prove that Q does not drop below 10.
LAM
A/B/C
|| . Figure 18(a) presents the phase diagram for m =
2. The transition between the partially and fully microphase
separated states occurs at small values of NχAB (from
LAMAC/BC to LAMA/B/C⊥ ) and small values of NχAC =
NχBC (from LAMAB/C to LAMA/B/C|| ). The border between
parallel lamellar-in-lamellar and perpendicular lamellar-in-
lamellar is the straight line NχAB = 2NχAC = 2NχBC . At
m = 3 [Fig. 18(b)] the region of parallel lamellar-in-lamellar
LAM
A/B/C
|| becomes smaller and the straight transition line
between LAMA/B/C|| and LAM
A/B/C
⊥ changes into NχAB =
0.28NχAC = 0.28NχBC . At higher values of m the parallel
lamellar-in-lamellar phase disappears [Fig. 18(c)]. Increasing
the number of side chains m the chain sections between
consecutive side chains and the side chains become shorter and
higher values of the Flory-Huggins parameters are required to
induce microphase separation. As a consequence, the stability
regions of LAMAB/C , LAMAC/BC , and the disordered phase
DIS all increase. The parallel lamellar-in-lamellar phase
becomes unfavorable due to the high AB interfacial energy.
In Fig. 19 the free energies of the parallel and perpendicular
lamellar phases are shown as a function of the number of side
chains m. For the fixed values of the other parameters selected,
the free energies become approximately the same for m = 3.
Next we turn our attention to asymmetric diblock back-
bones. Figure 20 presents phase diagrams as a function of the
Flory-Huggins interaction parameters NχAC = NχBC and the
volume fraction ϕB of B. The diagrams are calculated at a fixed
volume fraction of C blocks φC = 0.7, because in that case the
fully separated system consists of alternating C and AB layers
with different internal structures in the AB layers. Figure 20(a)
corresponds to m = 10,NχAB = 200. In this case, as long as
NχAC = NχBC < 100, the phase behavior has already been
presented in phase diagram Fig. 5. When NχAC = NχBC >
100, four different phases are stable. As a function of the
volume fraction ϕB these are the lamellar LAMAB/C phase,
the disk-in-lamellar phase HEXA/B/CB (Fig. 15, core formed
by B), the perpendicular lamellar-in-lamellar structure
LAM
A/B/C
⊥ , and the disk-in-lamellar phase HEX
A/B/C
A (core
formed by A) and again the lamellar LAMAB/C phase. For
sufficiently low or high volume fraction ϕB the A and B
blocks form a disordered phase and the system essentially
resembles a simple comb copolymer system. When m = 2
[Fig. 20(b)] the parallel lamellar-in-lamellar state LAMA/B/C||
appears in the range 0.385 < ϕB < 0.615. At ϕB = 0.5 the
lowest transition point occurs at NχAC=NχBC ≈ 98. The
border line between the fully microphase separated system
and AC/BC phases shifts to smaller values of Flory-Huggins
interaction parameters NχAC = NχBC ≈ 25.
Decreasing NχAB to 100 changes the phase diagram
considerably [Fig. 20(c)]. The bcc phases are not stable
anymore and the width of disordered state area increases.
Figure 21 presents another series of phase diagrams, now
in terms of the Flory-Huggins interaction parameters NχAB
and the volume fraction of B blocks ϕB . For fixed values m =
20,NχAC = NχBC = 200,φC = 0.7 four different structures
are possible. At small values of NχAB < 24 the lamellar phase
with mixed AB blocks LAMAB/C is formed. The borders
between the different structures are similar to the borders in
the phase diagram for simple diblock copolymers with the
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FIG. 18. Phase diagrams of the lamellar phases of (A-comb-
C)-b-(B-comb-C) as a function of the Flory-Huggins interaction
parameters NχAB and NχAC = NχBC for fixed φC = 0.7,ϕA =
ϕB = 0.5: (a) m = 2; (b) m = 3; and (c) m = 10.
noticeable exception that the bcc structure is absent. Of
course, the disordered state of the latter is replaced by the
LAMAB/C , the HEX by HEXA/B/C , and the simple lamellar
by LAMA/B/C⊥ . The reason becomes clear by comparing the
FIG. 19. Free energy of the lamellar phases as a function of
the number of side chains m. Solid line represents free energy of
the perpendicular lamellar-in-lamellar phase and the dotted line the
parallel lamellar-in-parallel lamellar phase.
free energy of the structures considered with the free energy
of simple diblocks. The difference is the extra energy due to
the C side chains, however, this extra energy is the same for
all structures considered.
When m = 3, the diagram is no longer similar to that
of simple diblocks due to the appearance of LAMA/B/C|| .
Its stability region is restricted to 12 < NχAB < 57 for
NχAC = NχBC = 200, φc = 0.7 [Fig. 21(b)]. Increasing the
AC and BC interaction to NχAC = NχBC = 400 [Fig. 21(c)]
the stability region of LAMA/B/C|| also increases to 10 <
NχAB < 113.
Finally, in Fig. 22 phase diagrams are presented in terms
of the grafting density m versus the volume fraction ϕB of
B blocks. For increasing m the number of segments of the
repeat unit n = 2N/m decreases and these diagrams are a
kind of inverted versions of Fig. 20 with two differences.
Due to the integer values of m we have horizontal borderlines
and secondly nχAB is not fixed anymore. The most striking
observation concerns the stability region of LAMA/B/C|| , which
strongly depends on m, the larger m, the smaller the region.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Using the strong segregation theory the self-assembly of
diblock copolymer-based comb copolymers with chemically
identical side chains (A-comb-C)-b-(B-comb-C) was investi-
gated. Different regimes were considered. When the repulsion
between the C side chains and the AB backbone is insufficient,
the C blocks are mixed with the AB blocks with the A
blocks microphase separated from the B blocks. In that case
the behavior is equal to that of simple diblock copolymers
with a renormalized Flory-Huggins parameter (1 − φC)2χAB .
The second case is characterized by mixed A and B blocks
microphase separated from the C side chains. Due to the side
chain architecture the phase stability region of the lamellar
phase is shifted to 0.6 < φC < 0.8. For the specific case
considered (ϕA = ϕB = 0.5; m = 20) the hexagonal structure
with the core of the cylinders formed by loops from theA andB
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FIG. 20. Phase diagrams of (A-comb-C)-b-(B-comb-C) in terms
of Flory-Huggins parameters NχAC = NχBC vs volume fraction ϕB :
(a) m = 10,NχAB = 200,φC = 0.7; (b) m = 2,NχAB = 200,φC =
0.62; and (c) m = 2,NχAB = 100,φC = 0.7.
blocks is no longer stable. Furthermore, the stability region of
the bcc structure where the core of the spheres is formed by the
C side chains is significantly increased compared to the simple
diblock case. All these observations are in excellent agreement
with previously reported results by Milner on the effect of
chain architecture on the asymmetry in copolymer phase
FIG. 21. Phase diagrams of (A-comb-C)-b-(B-comb-C) in
terms of Flory-Huggins interaction parameter NχAB vs vol-
ume fraction ϕB : (a) m = 10,NχAC,BC = 200,φC = 0.7; (b)
m = 2,NχAC,BC = 200,φC = 0.7; and (c) m = 2,NχAC,BC = 400,
φC = 0.7.
behavior [35]. The final case considered concerned the most in-
teresting situation where all three components microphase sep-
arate from each other and hierarchically ordered structures are
formed. The volume fraction of C side chains was assumed to
satisfy 0.6 < φC < 0.8 so that only lamellar structures, where
one layer is formed by the C side chains and the other by the
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FIG. 22. Phase diagrams in terms of grafting density m vs
volume fraction ϕB of B blocks: (a) NχAB = NχAC = NχBC = 200,
φC = 0.62; and (b) NχAB = NχAC = NχBC = 100,φC = 0.7.
AB backbones, are stable. Perpendicular lamellar-in-lamellar
and parallel lamellar-in-lamellar and disk-in-lamellar phases
were found and characteristic phase diagrams presented. In the
case of a lamellar-in-lamellar morphology, the perpendicular
lamellar-in-lamellar is usually the preferred state. Only when
the grafting density is relatively small, that is, m  4, does the
parallel lamellar-in-lamellar state become possible.
APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE
INTERFACIAL ENERGY
The interfacial energy can be obtained from the sum of the
gradient part of the conformational energy and the interaction
energy,
F = Fgrad + Fint. (A1)
We consider two cases, namely (1) AC comb blocks
microphase separated from BC comb blocks and (2) AB
backbone microphase separated from C side chains. The
gradient energy Fgrad and the interaction energy Fint need to
be calculated in each case separately.
1. AC comb blocks microphase separated
from BC comb blocks
In this regime Fgrad arises due to nonhomogeneous profiles
of the A and B species, and the corresponding free energy













The free energy (A1) per one copolymer chain, which









(1 − φC) ϕ′2A (z)
ϕA(z) [1 − ϕA(z)]
+χAB (1 − φC)2 ϕA(z) [1 − ϕA(z)]
}
+χACφCNA + χBCφCNB. (A2)
Here we use φj (z) = (1 − φC)ϕj (z),j = A,B. After min-
imization of this expression with respect to ϕA(z) we arrive
at ϕA(z) = 12 [1 + tanh( z )], where  = a
√
1
6χAB (1−ϕC ) is the
interfacial thickness. With this the free energy becomes
FAC/BC = γAC/BC + FAC/BC, (A3)
where γAC/BC = aυ (1 − ϕC)3/2
√
χAB
6 is the effective interfacial
tension and FAC/BC is the interaction energy of the AC/BC
mixture
FAC/BC = 2N (1 − φC)φC(χACϕA + χBCϕB). (A4)
2. AB backbone microphase separated from C side chains










φC(z) [1 − φC(z)] + (χACϕA
+χBCϕB − χABϕAϕB)φC(z)[1 − φC(z)]
}
+χABϕAϕB(NA + NB). (A5)
Here we used the following identity for the AB interactions:
χABϕAϕB[1 − φC(z)]2 = χABϕAϕB[1 − φC(z)]
−χABϕAϕBφC(z)[1 − φC(z)].
Minimization of this free energy with respect to the












6(χACϕA + χBCϕB − χABϕAϕB) .
With this the free energy becomes





χACϕA + χBCϕB − χABϕAϕB
6
is the tension of the AB/C interface.
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